Lily pad nets are the overhead component of a “lily-pad walk” to help children steady themselves as they walk across the floating pads of the pool. Our lily pad nets will match your theme walk with high quality, long lasting custom constructed designs.

InCord lily pad nets are hand made using either of two types of rope materials and four construction methods – choose from an all Netform™ constructed net or a soft body combination net with a fabric covered wire-rope Netform™ support frame and polyester rope center.

All lily pad nets are custom made to your material and color specifications.

An installed net will provide years of use with minimal maintenance. Basic hand tools will be required for installation of the net to four support posts.

*Choose from a variety of rope style and colors*

- Semi-rigid Netform™ system for stability in climbing with flexibility for bounce and swing
- Polyester cargo rope with Netform™ support frame for soft play handling
- Wide variety of color combinations, materials and support bar options

InCord offers on-site installation. InCord’s netting and rope products help to create nautical, rustic and natural themes for recreation and play.
When we say custom – we mean netting systems designed specifically to meet your requirements.

A Netform Lily Pad Net is constructed entirely from knot and joint Netform™ consisting of an integral system of fabric covered wire-rope and synthetic joints. The suspended lily pad net is anchored between four columns and secured with stainless steel anchors and turnbuckles.

Soft body Lily Pad nets are constructed with hand woven cargo nets and Netform™ framing ropes. We supply stainless steel installation hardware with each net and stainless steel spreader bars if the design requires.

InCord netting products manufactured for use in the amusement industry are compliant with ASTM Standards F2375-09 and F2461.09.

Four proven styles, two types of material, and many colors to choose from.

Netform™ 16 mm steel-reinforced rope provides all of the advantages of rope and steel cable.

3-ply polyester ropes are soft, highly flexible and UV stabilized for long life.

Custom Safety Netting Solutions

1-800-596-1066